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Compleo – a leading European provider of complete
charging solutions for electric vehicles

Innovative AC and DC
charging stations

Powerful software
solutions

Tailored services

International expertise
since 2009

Working together
for the best solution

Tailored for your project

We draw on our own extensive
expertise and work with the best
international experts to develop and
manufacture our hardware and
software products.

We deliver our products and tools via
international solution partners, energy
utilities and the electrical trade to
business and private customers. In this
way we enable our partners to devise
the best electric mobility solutions.

We can also assist our customers with
professional technical services for
large national and international
projects.
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Key figures
>170

>200,000

>135,000

patent families

connected
charging points

charging points
delivered

> 550

>18

>650

successful
projects

EU countries
where Compleo is
active

satisfied
employees

2009

2020

>100

year of foundation

IPO

large
B2B customers
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Market focus

Close to the customer

Developed in Germany.
Built for Europe.

Remotely and on site.
Compleo Charging
Solutions AG

Products in use since
Germany

2009

The Netherlands

2010

Ireland

2011

UK

2012

Denmark
Norway
Czech Republic
Austria

2013

Belgium

2014

Compleo Charging
Solutions UK Ltd.

2015

Hungary

Compleo Charging
Solutions GmbH (AT)

2016

Sweden

Compleo Charging
Solutions Schweiz AG

2018

Italy

2019

Spain
Portugal
France

2020

Poland
Ukraine
Greece

Compleo Charging
Solutions Nordic AB
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Growing to become the European
electric mobility champions
EBG
Compleo
Mid 2010s
• Early success
in AC and DC
• First large
projects
• EBG Electro
spin-off

Compleo
1.0
2020

Compleo
2.0
2021

• Transition to listed
company. Creating
the foundation for
growth

2022

Compleo
3.0
2023 - 2025

• Defining M&A deals
for the expansion of
the software
segment

• Focus on integration, cost
management and
consolidation
• Software as additional
driver for future growth

• Focus on
integration, cost
management and
consolidation
• Software as
additional driver for
future growth
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The road ahead.
Our priorities in 2022
One
team

Software

Further growth
Markets
Opening up further EU core
markets

Creating common values and
a common culture

Building a transaction-based and
SaaS business model

Introducing standardised
processes

Software products being used
across Europe

Completing post-merger
integration

Strengthening partners

Products
Opening up further EU core
markets
Strengthening partners

Compleo 2.0
Sales target 2022

€115 to €135
million

Adjusted EBITDA target 2022

-€25 to -€30
million
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Software

Software

eOPERATE
Manage charging points professionally
With eOPERATE all charging points at your
locations are monitored, supplied with
updates and data can be prepared for
billing.
• Dashboard for monitoring of
infrastructure
• APIs: connect to proprietary systems
(e.g. ERP systems) via API
• View utilisation statistics for all charge
points
• Run updates for charging stations
• Respond quickly to faults thanks to email notifications

eMARKETPLACE CPO
Easy marketing of charging points without
operational costs
Make your own charging points accessible
to as many customers as possible and
benefit from a continuously growing
roaming network.
• Publicise charge points in EMPs’ apps
and vehicles’ sat nav systems.
• Name: market the infrastructure under
your own brand
• Price: set individual rates per charging
point
• eMARKETPLACE manages billing of other
EMPs and automatically credits turnover
to you, without any additional work
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Customer focus
Charging technology for professional applications
Utilities

Solution partners

Resellers

OEMs

Logistics

Automotive industry

End users
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Overview of value chain
Ownership and operation

Energy
supply

Research and
development

Firmware

Production

Planning

Connection

Commissioning
and
maintenance

Operating
charging points

Software services

Backend
software

Payment

Contract management and
billing

Utility /
grid operator

AC/DC
hardware
development

Firmware
AC/DC
development hardware
manufacturing
HARDWARE

Site
concept

Civil
engineering
work and
grid
connection

Configuration
and service

SERVICES

Administration, B2B settlement
configuration,
monitoring

Direct
payment

Optional
charging
contracts

SOFTWARE
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Our segments: One-stop shop technology provider

2025
revenue goal

AC wall boxes and charging stations

API gateways

Consulting and planning

DC charging stations

Control and administration

Project planning

Compliance with calibration law

Marketing

Implementation

Payment terminals

Billing

Maintenance and repair

Energy management

Load management

Support and training

CHARGING STATIONS

SOFTWARE

SERVICES

400 EURm

140 EURm

20 EURm
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Appendix
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Trends and challenges
Grid integration
By the end of 2030, around 50 million EVs will
need to be charged in Europe.

Metering and billing
By the end of 2030, around 1.5 billion charging
sessions and payments worth €14 billion must be
processed.

Use cases and rapid market growth
In a rapidly growing market, a variety of products is
required for different use cases.

• Load management

• Easy installation

• Maximising utilisation of
green energy

• Grid standards

• Payment systems

• Legally compliant
metering of AC and DC
charge points

• Processing
transactions

• Systems for managing
charge points
• Diversity and
compatibility of
products

• High reliability
• Production capacities
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Financial Guidance

Comments on Guidance

FY22e

FY25e

CAGR
‘22 – ‘25

100m – 115m

~400m

~55%

Software

8m – 10m

~140m

~150%

Services

7m – 10m

~20m

~30%

between EUR
-25 million and
EUR -30 million

10% - 15%

NWC as in % of gross revenue

~(2.5)%

~ (2.0)%

Capex as in % of gross revenue

2% - 3%

2% - 3%

Free Cash Flow margin

negative

Positive
(low single %)

Compleo Group towards FY25

Revenue

Charging stations

Adj. EBITDA / Adj. EBITDA margin

Capital Structure (Equity ratio)

~70%

~50%

Charging stations business line will be driven by existing hardware
(AC and DC portfolio) as well as introduction of new hardware
products, namely Solo (in mass production since Q1 2022) and
Cito 2000 (expected start of production in Q1 2023)
Software business is expected to achieve substantial 3-digit %growth derived from:
• Transaction-based revenues to grow by 3-year CAGR of
~140%-170% with a gross profit margin between ~15-20%
• SaaS-based business to grow by a 3-year CAGR between
~70%-100% with a gross profit margin of >50%
Strong EBITDA development is expected to turn FCF into positive
territory by 2025.
Compleo will raise a mid 2-digit million EUR amount in debt
instruments in order to finance the greenfield project “Compleo
Campus”, which is expected to be finalized in early 2025
Compleo expects to receive a PLTA from E.On during Q2 2022, as
a result of the loss compensation of ieMS

Note: Service revenue includes existing P&I business, Consulting, and Services business lines
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